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Summary 

Investlgatlons mto the hydrogen evolution reaction on lead-bismuth 
alloys (0 - 5 wt 76) show that Bi does not lower the overpotential 

Introduction 

In the final stages of the recharging process of the lead-acid battery, 
the hydrogen overpotentlal determines the potential of the negative 
electrode If the hydrogen overpotential 1s low due to the presence of 
impurities (Sb 1s a well-known example), open clrcult losses occur due to 
hydrogen evolution from impurity centres, m parallel with the transforma- 
tion of PbS04 to porous lead For low-mamtamence batteries cessation of 
the use of Sb would be desirable As antimony 1s known to extend the 
cycle Me, however, its use m batteries seems hkely to contmue 

The addition of alloymg ingredients to battery support grids 1s a 
conventional process for obtammg properties required by the battery 
manufacturer, both for production and end product performance. Bismuth 
1s a naturally occurrmg impurity m a number of lead ores and its effect on 
the electrotechnology of the lead-acid system is, thus, of some import For 
a metal lmpurlty to be tolerable it must affect neither the negative nor 
the posltlve plates When studying the recharge characterlstlcs of a particular 
alloy, the effect on the hydrogen evolution over-potential is important This 
paper reports our research into the hydrogen evolution reaction (h.e r ) on 
lead-bismuth alloy negative electrodes 
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Characterlstlcs of the hydrogen evolution reaction on lead 

A large number of mvestlgatlons into the h.e r. on lead and lead alloy 
electrodes, m sulphurlc acids of different strengths, has been reported The 
results of these mvestlgatlons were, m general, published prior to 1960 
and have been reviewed by Aguf and Dasoyan [l]. It can be concluded 
that the kmetlc data conform to a process of rate control by the charge- 
transfer step Jafa [2] has shown that the hydrogen overpotential on pure 
lead m a range of sulphurlc acid solutions (- 0 05 M - 0 005 M) conforms 
to the Tafel equation 

Q==++bogz (1) 

where a = 1 52 and b = 0 118 agamst a standard hydrogen electrode (S H E ) 
takmg a cathodic overpotentlal as posltlve Kolotyrkm [3] looked at the 
h e r on pure lead m 0 01 M HzS04, and the values for a and b, 1 56 V and 
0 12 V, respectively, agree closely with those of Jafa The technique used 
by Kolotyrkm shows the so-called “potential mstablhty” where measure- 
ments obtained rapidly were somewhat higher than ones obtamed slowly 
over many hours The “fast” technique, starting at the most positive part of 

Fig 1 TJ us log z curves for lead m 1 0 N H$Oe Sohd lme slow measurements, dashed 
line fast measurements (from Kolotyrkm [ 31) 
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the experimental region, gives one lme (ABE) on Fig. 1, while the lower 
branch (DCA) 1s shown if sufficient time 1s allowed for the value of 1) to 
decrease, apparently mdlcatlve of adsorption Starting from the least 
negative potentials the lower branch was observed from the fast experiments 
so that, under favourable condltlons, a hysteresis loop was generated by a 
cychc experiment It 1s clear from these results that care must be taken m 
order to obtain reproduclblllty with the lead electrode, especially at low 
current densities 

Investigations were also carried out mto the effect of bismuth addition 
on the gram structure of lead m an attempt to correlate the change m h e r 
with surface structure 

Experunental 

Experiments were undertaken using a potentlostat m conJunction with 
a ramp generator, the response of the electrode to the potential sweep was 
recorded on a conventional X-Y recorder The electrodes were cast to form 
rods of polycrystallme Pb and Pb-Bl alloys (Table l), and then machmed 
to 3 mm dla rods and encased m PTFE to form electrodes suitable for 
a rotatmg disc assembly (Velodyne clrcult constructed m the laboratory) 
The electrodes were fitted mto a conventional 3-limb electrolytic cell All 
potentials were measured with reference to the Hg/Hg,SOdelectrolyte 
solution electrode and the solution’s z-R drop was reduced by employing 
a Luggin capillary 

A carbon rod (99 999%, B D H ) counter electrode was employed m 
order to exclude the posslblllty of the mtruslon of unwanted metal ions 
Electrodes were prepared by polishing on 600 and 1200 grit emery paper 
and then etching m 10% HN03 Etching was contmued until there were 
no traces of any adhering SIC visible on mlcroscoplc exammatlon of the 
workmg electrode surface The acid etch also facilitated removal of any 
smeared lead oxide film. After washmg m trlply-distilled water the electrode 
was fitted into the cell and the electrochemistry carried out at 22 f 1 “C 

Voltage sweeps were made between -1200 mV and -2300 mV at a 
range of sweep rates using a supported electrolyte 1 M with respect to 
Na2S04 and 0 05 M with respect to H,S04 (higher acid concentrations 
resulted m early bubble formation and reduced the obtainable experimental 
data) The electrolyte was chosen on the basis of the previously noted work 
[l - 31 and remained our standard electrolyte for the complete comparison 
The rate of change of potential was varied wlthm wide hmlts m order to fmd 
the most useful sweep rate If the sweep rate was too fast then the electrode 
reaction was unable to keep up with the applied potential if it was too 
slow then hydrogen evolution from the electrode surface, m the form of 
bubbles, interfered with the current flow and “noisy” transients resulted 
It was found that sweeping m the range 50 - 100 mV s-’ gave excellent 
responses with no signs of gas interference. The adequacy of our condltlons 
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TABLE 1 

Metal electrode composltlon 

Pure Pb “Base” Pb “Pure” Bl 

(%) (%) (%) 

Pb > 99 999 Pb > 99 973 Bl >999 
Bl =5 x 10-Q 
CU <o 003 (Johnson-Mathey, 

(Aldrich, Fe <o 001 Mathey Reagent) 
Gold Label) Sb <o 001 

AS <o 001 

Ag < 0 0025 
Mn <o 001 

Alloy composltlon 

Alloy No Pb (%) Bl(%) 
?JO 008 f0 008 

1 99 725 0 275 
2 99 455 0 565 
3 98 937 1 063 
4 97 891 2 109 
5 96 413 3 587 
6 95 091 4 909 

for the establishment of satisfactory and reproducible overpotential-current 
data was confvmed by the conformity of our data with those of the 
generally accepted Russian workers [ 41 

For the mvestlgatlon into the gram structure of the alloys, poly- 
crystalline lead and lead alloy rods of approximately 10 mm dla were cast 
m poly(methy1 methacrylate) blocks After machining these to a suitable 
size, surface pohshmg consisted of 600 and 1200 grit emery paper followed 
by mechanical polrshmg with a svelte-type cloth disc and 0.3 E.rrn alumma 
using water as the lubricant After pohshmg, the sample was washed with 
trlply-dlstllled water and acetone before being stored m a desiccator to 
reduce the chance of oxy-hydroxide film formation Etching of the samples 
was carried out usmg a 10% HN03 solution, followed by a trlply-dlstllled 
water wash and then ethanol Photomlcrographs revealed the change m gram 
structure on the addition of bismuth 

Results and dlscusslon 

Figure 2 shows the potential-current density data for lead The Tafel 
slope, 1 e , the value of b in eqn (1) was found to be -0 13 V and the 
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Fig 2 Potential-current density data for lead m 0 05 M HpC304 and 1 0 M Na$O+ 
22 OC 

value of the ordinate at the reversible potential (referred to the Eh) was 
1 31 V These values agree fairly well with the Russian work (in H,S04 
of equivalent sulphate concentrations to the supported electrolyte of the 
present study) where the values of a and b were only slightly changed by 
sulphate concentration changes 

In Fig 3(a) and (b) current density-potential curves are shown for 
typical alloys of Pb and Bl from the series above Values of z, and b were 
calculated from the straight, lower sections of the curves In Table 2 we give 
values of z, referred to the hydrogen electrode for the alloy, together with 
a and b values, for comparison with the earlier published data we have 
expressed a and b m terms of an overpotentlal defined by 

?1= (J%= 0-G) (2) 

Our data show the lower portion of the hysteresis loop produced by the 
slow establishment of an adsorption equlhbrmm as discussed by earlier 
workers [4] Figure 4 illustrates a closed loop potential-current den&y 
plot for pure Pb On the same axes are plotted the data points for the 
upward sweep on the 4.91% Bl alloy. In our experiments the higher potential 
data may be expected to exhibit a decreased dependence of current on the 
potential due to the intrusion of current control by mass transport 

The values m Table 2 show that the presence of Bl m lead alloy does 
not increase the rate of the hydrogen reactlon An mdlcatlon that the h e r 
on Pb-Bl alloys might be slow arises from the work of Klhmnlk et al [5] on 
BI, who report that a and b Tafel coefflclents of the order of 1 1 V and 
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Fig 3 (a) Potential-current density data for lead-bismuth alloys m 0 05 M HzS04 and 
1 0 M NazSOh 22 “C +, Alloy 1, a, alloy 2, A, alloy 3, (b) potential-current density 
data for lead-bismuth alloys m 0 05 M HzS04 and 1 0 M Na2S04, 22 “C 
alloy 5, A, alloy 6 

+, Alloy 4, m, 
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TABLE 2 

The kmetlc constants for the h e r on various Pb-Bl alloys m 0 05 M HzS04 and 1 0 M 
Na$Oq at 22 “C 

Log1o~o a 

W) ZO-" A cm-*) 

0 -0 13 -9 80 -131+004 15 8 
0 275 -0 14 -10 96 -1 58 i: 0 04 110 
0 565 -0 15 -10 37 -159 + 0 04 4 27 
1 063 -0 14 -10 68 -153+004 2 09 
2 109 -0 15 ’ -1041 -1 51 + 0 04 3 89 
3 587 -0 16 -9 83 -154 + 0 04 14 8 
4 909 -0 14 -10 91 -1 51 f 0 04 1 23 

-‘I 

-5 I I I I 
-1200 -1360 -1520 -1680 -1840 -2000 

E/mVvs HglHg2S04 

Fig 4 Potential-current den&y data m 0.05 M HzS04 and 1.0 M Na2S04, 22 “C 
+, Pure Pb, n , alloy 6 

0 12 V, respectively, have been found for the metal [6] The value of a 1s 
close to the values obtained for the alloys m the present study, although 
the Tafel slopes reported here are generally increased by the addltlon of Bi 
to the metal (Investlgatlons mto the electrochemistry of pure Bl m 5 M 
H,S04 electrolyte showed hydrogen evolution begmnmg 50 mV more 
cathodic than for pure lead ) 

The addition of small amounts of BI gives rise to a sign&ant change m 
both Tafel constants Subsequent addition of Bl, however, appears to have 
little d any effect on either a or b It seems likely that the small differences 



(a) 

(b) 

Cc) Fig 5(a) - (c) (coni tznued) 
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(d) 

(e) 
Fig. 5 (a) Base lead, 10% HN03 etch, x45 magmfuzatlon (b) Pb-Bl alloy (0 061% BI), 
10% HN03 etch, x45 magmficatlon (c) Pb-Bl alloy (0 21% BI), 10% HN03 etch, x45 
magmflcatlon (d) Pb-BI alloy (0 21% BI), 10% HNOB etch, x45 magmflcatlon (e) Pb- 
BI alloy (2 11% Bl), 10% HN03 etch, x45 magmflcatlon 

observed are due either to surface preparatrons of drfferent specimens or 
they reflect differences m adsorption of hydrogen and anions on drfferent 
alloy surfaces 

Exammatron of the freshly etched sample surface reveals the change m 
gram structure with addition of Br Figure 5(a) shows a sample of base lead 
polished and etched. All subsequent alloys were made from bismuth (99 9%) 
and base lead Thus, the small and regular shaped grams shown are due to a 
combmatron of the effects of the base lead and the other rmpurrtles listed 
m Table 1. The change m gram structure with increasing bismuth content 
IS quite marked Figure 5(b) and (c) shows the centre of two samples con- 
taming 0 061% and 0 21% bismuth, respectively The change 1s dramatic, 
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from small, regular-shaped grams to large, rectllmear grams radlatmg out 
from the centre. Further out, the shape of the grams becomes more varied, 
Fig 5(d) On increasing the bismuth level to 2.1196, Fig. 5(e), there IS 
little change except that the radial type of gram structure extends over the 
whole sample 

As all the alloys were slow cooled, It 1s obviously the effect of the 
bismuth content which dictates the gram structure As none of the metals 
used was a perfect solid solution, the difference m surface heterogeneity, 
rather than the gram structure, seems to be the hkely reason for vanatlons 
m the Tafel values 

Conclusion 

We can say from the data m Table 2 that the addition of bismuth 
does not increase the rate of hydrogen evolution. This may be somewhat 
unexpected from a theoretlcal standpoint, particularly bearing m mmd the 
very rapid acceleration of the h.e.r. that Sb (which IS m the same periodic 
group as Bl) has on lead. As the varlatlon m h e r. IS small after the mltlal 
addition of 0.21% Bi and the change m the gram structure 1s mmor, It would 
seem that the mechanism of the h e.r. 1s dependent not upon the amount 
of BI present but upon the presence of bismuth 
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